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> 
Business
> Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR



Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR is a business app developed by FireeApps.
The APK has been available since November 2019.
In the last 30 days, the app was downloaded
about 2.9 thousand times.
It's currently not in the top ranks.
It's rated 4.39 out of 5 stars, based on 1.6 thousand ratings.
The last update of the app was on January 8, 2021.
Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR has a content rating "Everyone".
Designed for Android version 4.1+.
Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR is FREE to download.
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Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR






FireeApps








 4.39



1,557 reviews



100,000+

Downloads



Free





Camera to PDF Scanner. It is free, works offline. Download now!


We currently don't have an APK download for this app

About Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR



Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR developed by FireeApps falls under the category of Business Apps. It's been launched since November 2019. The app has been installed 220 thousand times. During the past 30 days, the number of installs for Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR is approximately 2.9 thousand.


It's currently not in the top ranks.


From 1.6 thousand ratings, it holds a rating of 4.39 out of 5 stars.
The last update of the app was on January 8, 2021.
Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR has a content rating
"Everyone".
Designed for Android version 4.1+.
No payment required to download Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR.



Description



Tiny scanner PDF Scanner: Tiny scanner Camscanner is one of the popular mobile scanners in the business today.

Show more







More data about Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR

	Price	Free to download

	Download estimate	220 thousand

	Recent downloads	2.9 thousand

	Rating	4.39 based on 1.6 thousand ratings

	Ranking	Not ranked

	Version	N/A

	APK size	N/A

	Number of libraries	43

	Designed for Android	4.1+

	Suitable for	Everyone

	Ads	Contains ads







More from
FireeApps
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Free
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Tiny Scanner Pro - PDF Scanner
FireeApps



0.0 




$9.49

100+











Google Play Rating history and histogram
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Changelog



Show changelog






Developer information for FireeApps




FireeApps




Website



fireeapps@gmail.com
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Comments on Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR for Android



★★★★★
Great, I love the app and it's easy to use. Very efficient and saves time.


★★★★★
It is a great tool to be able to quickly take pictures and turn them into the PDF. I have been using it for years


★★★★★
It's just amazing to have such a scanner on a smart phone. It's extremely convenient to have a scanner on the tips of your hand. I love it. Thank you so much.


★★★★★
Such a great app. It has saved me so many times. It works just like a real scanner. Highly recommend it.


★★☆☆☆
Worst app for pdf ever used. Not evn desrves one star. After a time it produced blur pics . I wish to just....... Pls who reads my comment pls dont dowload it Lol developers 🤮🤮💩😤


★★☆☆☆
I used option from gallery and my original documents corrupted with weird colors. Edit: I'm not that dumb not knowing changing colors. I exported my document file from gallery and this app automatically cropped it. That's nice.But the result showed with weird colors. I'm not even changed the colors. And it replaced my original file. Who the fcuk devolps an app that replace the original file?




Google Play Rankings



This app is not ranked




Technologies used by Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR


Tiny Scanner - PDF Scanner, OCR is requesting 0 permissions and is using 45 libraries.
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AppBrain Intelligence premium content



Subscribe now to get full and unlimited access to AppBrain Intelligence.
You'll have access to:


	Unlimited pageviews (both app and developer details)
	Recent install count per app (last 30 days)
	Detailed ranking data per app
	Recent install count per developer (last 30 days)
	Full timeline per developer
	Device market shares data per country




1 Month





$75/mo


(billed every month)



SAVE 0%








Subscribe









3 Months





$65/mo


($195 billed every 3 months)



SAVE 13%








Subscribe









1 Year





$57.50/mo


($690 billed every year)



SAVE 23%








Subscribe








Each subscription will automatically renew 3 days before the expiration date for
the same time period. Subscriptions can be cancelled at any time before the renewal.
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